
Active participation 
in meetings.

ENGAGED TEAMS

Promote team engagement by allowing users to share ideas, 
create content, and interact with it – by whiteboarding, 

highlighting, and editing. An ultra-wide display means more 
space for visual collaboration. There’s no need to crouch 

down or overreach to interact with the display (such as in a 
16:9 ratio). Start your sprint, review your retrospective, or go 

wild with your brainstorming session. Walk, talk and annotate 
as you present, and never run out of room. 

Immersive hybrid
meetings start here.

CONNECTED TEAMS

The ultra-wide aspect ratio of 21:9 of the i3TOUCH Ultra provi-
des an immersive experience for hybrid meetings.

ULTRA is ready for Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom 
Rooms and allows you to use video conferencing tools like 

Front Row while still having plenty of space to share content 
and collaborate. Everyone is seen, heard, and represented, 

whether they are in the room or in a different time zone.

The i3TOUCH ULTRA is an ultra-wide, 21:9 interactive 
display. Analyze, visualize, and interact with big data 
and complex topics, and split the screen to work on 
multiple tasks. Bring everyone together with immersive 
video conferencing and presenting capabilities.

Ultra-wide.
With its ultra-wide 21:9 screen 
ratio, the i3TOUCH Ultra dis-
plays 33% more content than 

a standard 16:9 display.

5K resolution.
Hyper-detailed image quality 
and clarity with 5K resolution 

and anti-glare glass.

Accurate touch.
Optical bonding delivers fast 

detection and the most reliable 
and natural touch experience 

possible.

OPS.
Slot for OPS pluggable modules 
allows for a dedicated computer 

to be connected to the display 
with no visible cables.

Scan me



DISPLAY

Size 105inch

Dimension 2511x1124x97mm

Touch points Capacitive touch, 20 simultaneous touch points

Response time 6.5ms

Aspect ratio 64:27 (category 21:9)

Resolution 5120 Hx2160 V

Refresh rate 60Hz

Chromaticity 1.078(10 bit)

Backlight Technology DLED

Contrast(Typ) 4000:1

Viewing angle 178*(H/V)

Sensors Ambient Light Sensor, Motion Sensor

Screen brightness 450cd/m2 

Lifetime 50,000hours 

OPS slot 80 Pin OPS

Panel-Glass Bonding Optically bonded

SPEAKER Power 2×16w +16w sub 

NETWORK
LAN RJ45 (1000 Mbit/sec)  x 2 

WiFi WiFi 6

POWER CONSUMPTION
Avg Power Consumption 140W 

Max Power Consumption 600W

WEIGHT Net weight 89.4kg

BUILT-IN SYSTEM

Standard I/O 
1 x Type-C (100W DP), 1 x Type-C, 2 x USB-A 2.0, 2 x USB-A 3.0, 1 HDMI 2.0 CEC+ARC, 1 x 
HDMI 2.0 CEC, 1 x HDMI 2.0, 1 x HDMI 2.0 out, audio jack 3.5mm line out, S-PDIF Optical 
digital audio out, RS232 

CPU Octa core A76*4+A55*4 

GPU Mali G610 MP4 

RAM 8GB 

ROM 64GB 

CERTIFICATION Type approval CE, FCC 

ACCESSORIES Included

Power, HDMI, USB & USB-C cable 

Wall mount 

Remote control 

Manual

2 pens

Take collaboration 
to new lengths.
21:9 TOUCH DISPLAY

With its ultra-wide 21:9 screen ratio, the i3TOUCH Ultra 
displays 33% more content than a standard 16:9 display. 
With the extra space, i3TOUCH ULTRA is better suited to 
open two, three, or more windows and apps next to each 
other. Keep your tools close, but not in the way, of your 
workspace. 


